


Who we are?

We help companies to create innovative products and offer 
consultancy services. Every engineer at Global Future Solutions has a 
minimum of three years of experience, and most have advanced 
technical degrees. Our engineers demonstrating not only strong 
technical ability, but they also are innovative, critical thinkers and 
problem solvers. Good English and communication skills are also 
required for each of our developers

We have two development offices in Ukraine in the city of Lviv and 
Zaporizhya. In Lviv we are focused mostly on web services 
development and desktop solutions, also have few mobile developers 
specialised on hybrid apps development for both Android and iOS 
platforms. In Zaporizhya we have a huge development state focused 
and specialised on mobile development only.

We are registered as SIA "Global Future Solutions" in Riga, Latvia.



Our expertise: 

We developed solutions of various complexity in the fintech and banking industries.
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Fraud tracking
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What is PSD2?

The Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) is a set of laws and 
regulations for payment services in the European Union (EU) and the 
European Economic Area (EEA). It’s been around for a while - it was 
passed in 2015 - but the most important aspects for online payments 
come into effect on 14 September 2019 - the RTS (Regulatory Technical 
Standards) and strong customer authentication regulations come into 
effect.



The goals of PSD2

Make the European payments market more integrated and efficient

Improve the level playing field for payment service providers 
(including new players)

Make payments safer and more secure

Protect consumers from fraud



Main PSD2 components:

SCA

Two-factor authentication monitoring

Transaction Monitoring Mechanisms 
& Transaction Risk Analysis

Independence of authentication elements

Dynamic linking

Replication protection

Fraud monitoring platform.

Real Time transactions

Various alerts support

Transaction identification rules

Action creation for rules



Strong Customer
Authentication (SCA):

SCA is a new European regulatory requirement to reduce fraud and make online payments more secure. 

The enforcement of SCA in September 2019 makes 3D Secure 2 the main method for authenticating online 
card payments and meeting the new SCA requirements. As for now businesses can still use 3D Secure 1 
in the following flow describen in a chart below.



Our Automated Risk
Management System (ARM)



A risk management system that detects and blocks any fraudulent activity that fraudster might attempt with 
the customer’s online banking account or payment card in real time. Our system proactively monitors 
accounts and enhances your bank’s fraud prevention and detection by:

Monitoring transactions for suspicious activity and money laundering violations

Issuing alerts for various types of bank fraud vulnerabilities

Comparing amounts and frequencies to known fraud trends and parameters

Allowing authorized employees to easily create new rules and reports based on selected criteria

Action creation for rules and tethering them in a logical flow.



ARM Dashboard starting page

On the main page, which is initially loaded you will see common information about processed transactions:

How many transactions were made on selected date?

How many users we have?

How many transactions of particular type our users made?

Do we have any marked transactions to be processed right now?

How much transactions we can process in a minute and how much we are processing right now?

We also have a simplified version of transactions view for Welcome Page Dashboard which includes:

User Details: Name, Surname, unique bank ID

Transaction code

Transaction status and rules applied to transaction

Infographics and fast access buttons are amazing way to make information structured and react on popped 
events fast to make user experience even better. All fraud alike transactions will be saved in encrypted 
database, and shown on the dashboard as a list alongside with extended statistics. We are creating custom 
dashboards with specific branding for each customer.
In case you click on transaction you will see pop-up window with transaction details and fast access button 
to act:
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ARM Dashboard starting page



Creating Rules

GF Solutions Automated Risk Management system allowing authorised employees (flexible role based 
access out of the box) to easily create new rules using user-friendly interface.
You can see all created rules and their status (enabled/disabled) on Rules view:



Creating Rules 

For instance we want to create new rule. Simplest rule: banking system has field in transaction ‘amount’, 
and it can be used for analyse so we add this field in our list of custom fields, this will look like a small data 
mapping. Because system should know correct key of the field to compare with this field in automation rule: 



Creating Rules

After that we can configure our event based rules, this will look something like on the screenshots above, 
you select custom field and set the logic for it. According to {field} type, operators will be changed, for 
example for string types – operator (contains, starts with, etc) for integer (greater than, less than, equal).

We can create separated rules, groups of rules and also we implementing Sequences - which means we 
can analyse few transactions in a row and apply specific rules. 



Actions creation for rule

After you finished with the rule setup, it's possible to add rule action that will occur after the rule took place 
in the way describen on the screenshot below.



Actions creation for rule

Rule action defines any action that will happen after the rule. Example: If you want to run another rule after 
the first rule occurs you would need to create an action and select the specific rule for this action.



Grouped rules visual
interpretation. 

The entire rules and their actions can be viewed by a visual Flow. This flow allows the user to see the entire 
process of data transfers through the ARM system.



Get Notified

If something happens it is good to be notified. Our system allows you to configure specific Live Actions 
transactions which are important for your system.
      
For instance, we created a specific rule and we want to notify responsible person when it pops. The only 
thing we have to do is to mark particular rule as a Live Action and if it applicable to particular
transaction - responsible person will be notified. 



What kind of notification
you want to see? 

Usually we providing different types of notifications, for instance:

Notifications in user interface

In-Browser push notifications

Notification on employee email

SMS notification

Custom notifications (depends on customer needs)



Transactions

You will see the list of all transactions which are went through ARM system on transactions view.



You can get detailed information on any transaction (score, rules applied and other details on user and 
device). Also you are able to print or to generate a report and check out user profile to get the 
understanding who the customers are and check previous activity:



Security

Our System provides few best security features to reduce the 
vulnerabilities in the application as listed below:

Authentication System

Redused Vulnerabilities From CSRF

Protection against XSS (Cross Site Scripting)

SQL Injection

Security Packages

Platform security, RBAC ( Role Based Access Control )

Permissions will be attached to roles, for better flexibility foraccesses 

to some specific pages

User password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using BcryptUser password being hashed by using Bcrypt



Customer Details

We collects information about all our customers to have a clear 
understanding who are we working with and check previous activity of 
particular user. Later this information will be used for machine learning 
algorithms to create new rules on users behaviour and apply them on 
the fly.



Customer Details



Customer Details



Customer Details



Employees Management

As an administrator you can manage your employees using user friendly interface. We support Role Based 
Access which means you can create new roles and apply them to your users on the fly. You also can create 
new users, edit data of existing users and block any user if needed.



Employees Management

See all available roles in the list:

Create new roles with specific restrictions:



Reporting and Logging

Our system generates reports that your business needs on the fly. In the interface from the screenshots 
below you can see all the available reports which are automatically generated and shown on the Reports 
view. You can download or print out any report straight away. Our system also includes new reports on 
demand implementation.



Reporting and Logging

If you need to check activity or provide the data for analyst you can use our logger for that. Just go to Logs 
view and you will be able to see real time log and download logs for previous periods.



Integration

Easy integration is crucial for all our customers and we are trying to be 
as flexible as possible here.

GF Solutions Automated Risk Management System is a server-side 
software that is deployed into client infrastructure and could be 
integrated with any number of data sources (online banking server, 
payment cards processing system, etc.) and after that in real time 
receive data about any activity (any actions with the customer's 
account).

Universal API accepts any data elements in requests and forward it to 
Automated Risk Management System. Data then mapped to system 
custom fields which are used for rules definition and further evaluation 
and scoring.

There are also ability to create custom rules or exceptions for 
particular cases which also could be easily mapped to existing API 
services.
particular cases which also could be easily mapped to existing API 
services.services.
particular cases which also could be easily mapped to existing API 



ARM development team:

Andrey
Business analytics Project Manager Data Architect

Ivan Vasyl 

Ivan Nazar Alex

Dmytro Volodymyr Kate

Back-end
developer

Back-end
developer

Back-end
developer

Technical Lead

Front-end
developer

Scrum Master



Company Details:

Company Details:

Name: «Global Future Solutions» SIA
Registration number, date: 40203067144, 08.05.2017 VAT 
Registration number: LV40203067144
Address: Rīga, Aleksandra Čaka iela 63 – 7, LV-1011 VAT registration 
Number: LV40003151743

Bank Details:

Name: «SEB banka» AS
Registration number: 40003151743
Account No.: LV85UNLA0055000126997
SWIFT (BIC): UNLALV2X
Address: Meistaru iela 1, Valdlauči, Ķekavas pag., 
Ķekavas nov.,Latvia, LV-1076


